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Abstract
The requirement for objective techniques to observe physical action in its distinctive measurements has prompted the
improvement and broad utilisation of motion sensors called Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs), which measures bodily
movements. However, although these sensors have been utilised to measure postural balance in both clinical and some
specific sports, little or no effort have been made to apply these sensors to the measurement of other physiological
indicators in the sport of archery. This study aims to ascertain the postural balance, hand movement, muscular activation
as well as heart rate of an archer. An archer was instructed to perform two balance standings, two hand movements and
his muscular activations of flexor and extensor digitorum, as well as heart rate, were recorded using Shimmer sensors. The
mean movement of x and y-axis of the archer was used to correlate with the Pearson correlation for testing the validity
of the sensors. Kolmogorov/Smirnov test was utilised to measure the reliability of the sensors over test re-test in two
different tests. The coefficient of determination indicates some positive and negative significant relationships between
some indicators. The Kolmogorov/Smirnov test re-test reveals a significant difference between all the indicators in both
tests A and B, p < 0.001. The archer was able to present two types of postural standings and exhibited two hands movement
while holding the bow. However, his heart rate demonstrated some variability during the executions of the movement in
both tests. Thus, it could be concluded that the fusion sensors are reliable in measuring the aforementioned physiological
indicators.
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1. Introduction

Current innovative advances reinforce the utilisation of
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) and other wearable
sensors as a practical alternative for the appraisal and
measurement of exercise performance beyond the motion
analysis laboratory1. These sensors offer various potential
points of interest over conventional marker-based
frameworks; they are miniature, cost-effective, simple to
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set-up and enable the appraisal of human movement in
an unconstrained situation2. Fusion sensors are turning
into undeniably well-known devices for evaluating
and measuring human movement and other relevant
parameters as they are available for synchronisation in
numerous smartphones. This implies that these universal
advancements may have the capacity to possibly quantify
human movement and provide feedback with respect to
the nature of the movements performed3.
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IMUs have been utilised in various ways from
evaluating energy expenditure4, gait analysis5 and medical
observations6. These sensors have additionally been
utilised in the athletic field and sports such as skiing7 and
golf8. In a recent study, the usage of IMUs as a technique
for tracking gym and rehabilitation exercises have been
examined by Lin and Kulić9. They assessed data collected
from IMUs at the hip, knee and ankle during various
lower limb works out. The information gathered from
the IMUs was utilised to estimate joint angles; in which
it was compared to those quantified via a marker-based
motion capture analysis system. It was established from
the investigation that the joint angles obtained through
the IMUs were as accurate to those acquired by means
of the aforementioned conventional methodology.
Nonetheless, the quality of the activity performed was
not quantified. In a different study, accelerometers were
employed to survey exercise performance during gymbased resistance type exercises. The authors measured
the movement quality in the context of exercise velocity
performance3. However, diverse exercise objectives may
require different movement speeds, and in that capacity,
the appraisal of movement quality considering velocity
alone does not offer an all-encompassing method for
assessing exercise procedure. The purpose of the present
study is to measure postural sway, hand movement,
muscular activation as well as heart during execution of
archery related techniques.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Material’s Description

Shimmer wearable sensors are commercially available
sensors developed by Shimmer Technology CompanyTM.
Shimmer’s wearable sensor framework permits for
direct and efficient capture, transmission, preparing and
reflection of body detected information in real-time. The
Shimmer body sensor platform and wearable detecting
framework can be utilised in a variety of areas. As the
equipment and apparatuses are considerably open and
configurable, researchers can easily take the innovation
and mould it to their own requirements. A screen capture
of the shimmers used and the application is shown in
Figure 1. The green colour indicates that the shimmer
is connected while the amber colour shows that the
shimmer is connecting.
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2.2 Experimental Protocol

The experimental protocol in the present study was
implemented in two parts. In the first part (Test A), the
archer was instructed to sway from the centre of his gravity
while holding the bow. Meanwhile, in the second part
(Test B), the archer was permitted to limit the movement
to enable the researcher to discover whether the sensors
have the ability to differentiate the selected physiological
indicators in the two types of the postural positions.

Figure 1. A screen capture of the shimmer sensors
showing the main interface of the application.

2.3 Data Collection Procedure

A total of 4 Shimmer sensors were used in the present
study to determine the postural balance, movement
of the bow, muscular activations of the muscle flexor
digitorum and extensor digitorum as well as the heart
rate of the archer. To measure the postural sway, an
accelerometer was firmly attached to the pelvic region
of the archers as suggested by previous researchers to
be the appropriate region when a centre of mass is to be
determined10. To ascertain the movement of the bow, a
shimmer sensor was attached to the hand of the archer
holding the bow using a glove to hold the accelerometer
tightly. However, bipolar electrodes were attached to the
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sensor by enabling the heart rate detector to determine
the heartbeat of the archers from the wrist. Similarly,
two shimmer sensors were strapped to the left muscle
extensor digitorum and the right muscle flexor digitorum
to obtain Electromyography (EMG) signals during the
performances of the archery related movements described
previously. All the data were transmitted via Bluetooth in
real time at a sampling rate of 51.2Hz using an Android
phone for further analysis. The areas of all the sensors
attachments in the body are shown in Figure 2.

y-axis were used to correlate with the Pearson correlation
coefficient for testing the validity of the sensors. On the
other hand, the Kolmogorov/Smirnov test was applied to
measure the reliability of the sensors utilised over test retest between tests A and B of all the movements measured
at a confidence level of p ≤ 0.05. Scatter plots were drawn
to illustrate the summary for the relationship between the
observed actions of the archer in the two different test
measurements. The data for the total of five body actions
were analysed and evaluated using MATLAB 2016a and
XLSTART add in version 2014 USA for Windows.

4. Results
Table 1 tabulates the descriptive statistics of all the
variables measured. The types of the observation (Tests
A&B), the variables over which the athlete was examined,
the minimum, maximum boundary, the mean as well as
the standard deviation are displayed.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the Pearson
correlation and the Kolmogorov/Smirnov test re-test on
the measured variables
Variables
Bow Mvmnt.T.A
Bow Mvmnt.T.B
Postural Sway. T.A
Postural Sway. T.B
Muscle Ex.Act.T.A
Muscle Ex.Act.T.B
Muscle Flx.Act.T.A
Muscle Flx.Act.T.B
Heart Rate.T.A
Heart Rate.T.B

Figure 2. IMUs sensors’ location attachments in the
archer’s body.

2.4 Ethical Consideration

Full information regarding the purpose of the research
was explained to the archer, and a consent form was
signed. All the procedures, protocol and apparatus for
this study were endorsed by the Research Ethics Board of
the Terengganu Sports Institute (ISNT) with a reference
number 04-04/T-01/Jid 2.

3. Data Analysis
The calibrated mean movements of the archer from x and
Vol 9 (2) | 2017 | www.informaticsjournals.org/index.php/ajprhc

Obs.
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Min.
-24.6
-35.1
-2.2
-1.1
0.0
0.0
-0.1
-0.1
88.0
89.0

Max.
105.1
148.7
0.5
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
105.0
109.9

M
13.1
14.8
-0.5
-0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
95.3
101.3

SD
13.0
17.3
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.4
6.2

Abbreviations: Bow Mvmnt.T. A =Bow Movement in test A, Bow
Mvmnt.T.B = Bow Movement in test B, Postural Sway. T.A= Postural Sway
in test A, Postural Sway. T.B= Postural Sway in test B, Muscle Ex.Act.T.A=
Muscle Extensor Activation in test A, Muscle Ex.Act.T.B= Muscle Extensor
Activation in test B, Muscle Flx.Act.T.A = Muscle Flexor Activation in test
A, Muscle Flx.Act.T.B =Muscle Flexor Activation in test B, Heart Rate.T.A=
Heart rate in test A, Heart Rate.T.B = Heart rate in test B.

Table 2 indicates the inferential statistics of the
Kolmogorov/Smirnov test re-test. The two periods of
testing, the observations, the D-statistics as well as the p
values are shown. It can be detected from the table that
tests 1 (observations A and B) reveals a D-statistics of
0.24 and a corresponding p-value of 0.0001 whereas test
2 (observations A and B) indicates a D-statistics of 0.49
and a p-value of 0.0001. However, test 3 (observations
A and B) reflects a D-statistics of 0.30 and a p-value of
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0.0001 while test 4 (observations A and B) demonstrates a
D-statistics of 0.27 and a p-value of 0.0001. Moreover, test
5 (observations A and B) exhibits a D-statistics of 0.47 and
a p-value of 0.0001. The results from this table revealed
that the p-value of all the tests (1 - 5) is < 0.0001 which
explains that there is a statistically significant difference
between tests A and B of all the measured actions. This
confirmed the reliability of the sensors in evaluating
as well as discriminating the two types of movement
executed by the archer.
Table 2. Inferential Statistics of the Kolmogorov/
Smirnov test re-test
Test-retest
1. Bow Movement.
2. Postural Sway
3. Muscle Ex.Activation
4. Muscle Flx.Activation
5 Heart Rate

Observation
Test A
Test B
Test A
Test B
Test A
Test B
Test A
Test B
Test A
Test B

D
0.24

P value
0.0001*

0.49

0.0001*

0.30

0.0001*

0.27

0.0001*

0.47

0.0017*

*Significant at p < 0.001

Table 3 shows the Pearson correlation matrix of the
variables observed. It can be seen from the table that
heart rates in test A are significantly positively correlated
with postural sway in test A which reveals that the more
the archer moves, the higher the heart rate. However, a
significant positive relationship was observed between
heart rate in test B and bow movement in test A which
indicates that the more the archer moves the bow, the
greater the heart rate. In addition, a significant negative

relationship was recorded between the heart rate in test
B and the corresponding bow movement in test B which
suggests that as the more the archer tried to keep the
bow static, the lesser the heart rate. A significant positive
association was also detected between the bow movement
in test A and the corresponding postural sway in test A
which means that the more the archer sways, the more
the bow moves and vice-versa. Nevertheless, a significant
negative relationship was recorded between the bow
movement in test B and the postural sway in test A which
proved that the more the archer tried to keep the bow
static, the lesser the movement of the bow is observed.
Conversely, a significant positive association was found
between the bow movement in test B and muscle flexor
activation in test B which signifies that the more the
archer attempted to keep the bow static, the greater the
flexor muscles activation. Likewise, a negative association
was observed between the archer’s postural sway and the
muscles flexor activation which indicates that the more
the archer sways, the lesser is the flexor muscles activates
and vice-versa.
Figure 3 displays the stability test conducted to
determine the ability of the archer to maintain balance.
The archer was instructed to stand and sway his centre
of mass to ascertain whether the accelerometer used can
detect any movement made by the archer while standing
in test A (Blue colour). It can be observed from the figure
that the archer has made some movements along the
reference axis which indicates that the movement of the
archer was not in a stable form. Moreover, the movement
of the archer in test B (Red colour) is also evaluated. In
test B, the archer was instructed to maintain some level of
stability while standing to allow the researchers to identify
whether the balance of the archer can be detected by the

Table 3. Pearson correlation matrix among the variables
Variables
1. Heart Rate.T.A
2. Heart Rate.T.B
3. Bow Mvmnt.T.A
4. Bow Mvmnt.T.B
5. Postural Sway. T.A
6. Postural Sway. T.B
7. Muscle Ex.Act.T.A
8. Muscle Ex.Act.T.B
9. Muscle Flx.Act.T.A
10. Muscle Flx.Act.T.B

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
-0.16 1.00
-0.11 0.84* 1.00
-0.39 -0.58* 0.08 1.00
0.57* 0.25 0.54* -0.74* 1.00
-0.16 0.26 0.02 -0.03 0.03 1.00
0.26 0.07 0.06 -0.04 -0.06 -0.03 1.00
0.24 -0.13 -0.01 -0.18 -0.16 -0.08 0.03 1.00
-0.01 -0.20 -0.18 -0.07 -0.01 -0.04 0.04 -0.06 1.00
-0.09 0.11 0.35 0.41* 0.29 -0.41* -0.20 -0.22 0.03

10

1.00

*Significant at p<0.05
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accelerometer used. It can be seen from the figure that the
pattern of the movement in test B was consistent which
suggests that the movement of the archer is much more
stable as compared to test A. Based on this experiment, it
can, therefore, be concluded that the sensor used is reliable
to produce credible results over repeated measurement.

Figure 4. Comparative analysis of hand movement while
holding the bow in test A&B.

4.2 Measurement of Muscular Activation
Figure 3. Comparative stability analysis between tests
A&B.

4.1 M
 easurement of the Hand Movement
Using a Gyroscope

Gyroscopes are sensors which evaluate the angular
velocity of objects along the reference axes. Measuring
physical activity utilising Gyroscope is favoured in
light of the fact that angular velocity is proportional to
external force and therefore can reflect the dynamics of
human motion. Gyroscope information can be utilised to
determine angular displacement data by integrating the
angular velocity information with respect to time11.
Figure 4 reveals the comparative analysis of hand
movement while holding the bow in test A (blue) & B
(red). In test A, the archer was instructed to the hold the
bow with his hand and tries to move the bow to determine
if the Gyroscope sensor is able to detect the movement of
the hand while holding the bow. While in test B the archer
was instructed to hold the bow, and tries to restrict his
movement unlike in test A. It can be witnessed from the
figure that there were some movements while holding the
bow in both tests. However, the movement of the bow in
test B appeared to be less compared to test A in which the
movement is higher. Based on this result, it can be safely
assumed that Gyroscope sensors can be used to measure
the movement of the hand while holding the bow as
suggested by the previous researchers12.
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Figure 5 reveals the comparative analysis of extensor
digitorum muscular activation in test A&B while holding
the bow. It can be observed that there was a higher
muscular activation recorded from test B (red colour) in
which the archer was instructed to maintain the bow in
a static position. Therefore due to the higher demands
placed on the muscles extensor in this test, the activation
of the muscles appeared to be higher when compared to
text A (blue colour) in which the archer was instructed
to move the bow. This result alludes to the fact that the
EMG sensors used could reliably measure all the activity
performed by the working muscles during both aiming
and releasing the arrow phases.

Figure 5. Comparative analysis of extensor digitorum
muscular activation in test A&B.

Figure 6 discloses the comparative analysis of flexor
digitorum muscular activation in test A&B while holding
the bow. It can be observed that there was a higher
muscular activation documented from test B (red colour)
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in which the archer was permitted to keep the bow static.
This action has, therefore, placed a higher demand on the
flexors muscles as compared to test A in which the archer
was instructed to move the bow. This finding is consistent
with the findings of previous researchers who observed
that during the release of the arrow the flexor muscle
digitorum played the major role and thus served as the
highest activated muscle during the process13.

Figure 7. Comparative analysis of Heart rate while
holding the bow in test A&B.

The findings from the present study indicated that the
fusion sensors employed have the potential to measure
and discriminate some selected physiological indicators
related to the sports of archery. The findings have further
revealed that these sensors can be reliably depended upon
to provide objective information of human performance.
The finding of the current study agrees with previous
researchers who reported that IMUs had been utilised
in a number of different applications4–6. Moreover,
these sensors have additionally reported to be reliable
in measuring activities related to skiing and golf7,8.
The findings from the present study were found to be
congruent with the study conducted by other researchers
who assessed data collected from IMUs at the hip, knee
and ankle during various lower limb workouts that
were compared to readings obtained via the traditional
motion capture (Mo-cap) analysis9. The study concluded
that it is without a doubt that the IMUs used were as
accurate as the Mo-cap system. Similarly, the results
of this study are in line with the previous authors who
used accelerometers to survey exercise performance
during gym-based resistance type exercises through
the measurement of movement quality in the context of
the velocity of exercise performance3. Nonetheless, it is
worth to mention, that angular velocity values obtained
from the accelerometers are preprocessed and are prone
to drift errors in which may provide inaccurate results.
Conversely, the employment of gyroscopes by means of
IMU sensors would provide a more sound and credible
results to be used for further analysis. In a nutshell, our
study has discovered that the application of IMUs couple
with additional wearable sensors i.e. heart rate and EMG
sensors provide a more complete assessment of nontrivial physiological indicators that may discriminate the
performance in archery.
Moreover, it was indicated in the present study
that mobile devices (especially smartphones) have
now become an essential part of daily life and with its
constantly increasing processing power, they are more and
more utilized for biomedical signal processing especially
for ECG, EMG as well as the movement of activity
analysis14,15. Therefore, it is apparent that the utilization of
such technology may empower coaches through the data
gathered to evaluate the performance of their athletes
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Figure 6. Comparative analysis of Flexor Digitorum
muscular activation in test A&B.

4.3 Measurement of Heart Rate

Figure 7 illustrates a comparative analysis of the heart
rate while holding the bow in test A & B. From the figure,
it can be observed that the heart rate recorded from the
archer fluctuates. The heart rate in test B (red colour) is
found to be higher when the archer was instructed to keep
the bow static and to limit his movement unlike in test A
where the archer was permitted to make some movement.
The higher heart rate observed in test B can be attributed
to the demand placed on the body to remain static while
carrying the bow. The result reveals that the heart rate of
the archer during the aiming and releasing stages of the
arrow could be reliably recorded.
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in various sport dimensions both quantitatively and
qualitatively16.

3.

6. Conclusion
The sport of archery is static in nature, for an athlete to
achieve a maximum score in the sport he/she must be able
to control their movement to hit a given target precisely.
The current study has successfully evaluated postural sway,
hand movement, muscular activation as well as heart rate
attributed to the sport of archery in two distinct analyses.
The sensors used in the study have demonstrated high
sensitivity in the detection of any movement executed
by the archer which is beneficial in analysing any form
of movement during both aiming and releasing of the
arrow. Furthermore, the study has indicated that inertial
measurement units can be utilised to evaluate movements
employed by the archers by providing information on
every action executed which can go a long way in helping
the archers to be aware of his/her movements and any
incorrect techniques to help improve performance. In
addition, the heart rate, as well as the EMG readings, may
give a vital additional information about the physiological
status of the archer during the shooting process.
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